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5.3 Packages  

A package is a collection of logically related declarations. They typically are used to contain 

sets  of   type  subtypes, constants declarations, global signal declarations, and global variables (VHDL'93). The 

packages may contain component declarations, attribute declarations and specifications and subprograms. The 

subprograms declared in packages provide information hiding; they can be called from outside the package but the 

body of the subprograms remains hidden and protected from users. 

Normally a package is defined in two parts: 

• a package declaration, which defines the visible contents of a package, and 

• a package body, which provides the implementation details of subprograms and the actual values of deferred 

constants. 

The body part may be omitted if there are no subprogram implementations or deferred constants. 

package simple is 

constant cdiff: integer;  -- deferred constant 

subtype word is bit_vector(15 downto 0); 

subtype address is bit_vector (24 downto 0); 

type mem is array (0 to 31) of word; 

function address2int (val : address) return integer; 

function increment_word(val : word) return word; 

end simple; 

In the example above, the bodies of the two functions address2int and increment_word are not specified, so a 

package body is needed. 

http://www.pldworld.com/_hdl/1/www.ireste.fr/fdl/vcl/lesd/les_3.htm#Foot
http://www.pldworld.com/_hdl/1/www.ireste.fr/fdl/vcl/lesd/les_13.htm
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Note the deferred constant cdiff  is initialized in the package body; its value may be changed by re-analyzing only the 

package body. 

The package body can be written as: 

package body simple is 

constant cdiff: integer:= 500;  -- deferred constant initialized 

address_to_int(value : address) return integer is 

-- the definition of the function 

end address2int; 

function increment_word( val : word) return word is 

-- the definition of the function 

end increment_word; 

end simple; 

Note that the subtype declarations are not repeated, they are visible from the package declarations block. 

use clause 

Items declared within a package become accessible by direct selection: 

variable pc: simple.address; -- simple is the package name 

or by the use clause: 

use work.simple.address;  -- work is the name of working library where the package is compiled 

variable pc: address;     -- direct visibility 

If all of the declared names in a package are to be used in this way, you can indicate it through special suffix all , for 

example: 
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use work.simple.all ; 

variable pc: address; 

variable ram: mem; 

Standard packages 

There are two predefined packages provided with VHDL: 

• standard package including various data and type definitions (e.g. bit_vector, string, ..) 

• textio package including basic read/write procedures (e.g. read, readline, write, writeline, ..) 

package standard is 

type severity_level is ( note, warning, error, failure); 

type boolean is ( false, true); 

type bit is ( `0', `1') 

type character is ( 

NUL, SOH, STX, ETX, EOT, ENQ, ACK, BEL, BS, HT, LF, VT, FF, CR, SO, SI, DLE, DC1, DC2, DC3, DC4, NAK, SYN, ETB, CAN, 

EM, SUB, ESC, FSP, GSP, RSP, USP, ` `, `!', `"', `#', `$', `%', `&', `'', `\ `, `*', `+', `,', `-', `.', `/', `0', `1', `2', `3', `4', `5', `6', `7', 

`8', `9', `:', `;', `<`, `=', `>', `?', `@', `A', `B', `C', `D', `E', `F', `G', `H', `I', `J', `K', `L', `M', `N', `O', `P', `Q', `R', `S', `T', `U', `V', 

`W', `X', `Y', `Z', `[`, `\\', `]', `^', `_', ``', `a', `b', `c', `d', `e', `f', `g', `h', `i', `j', `k', `l', `m', `n', `o', `p', `q', `r', `s', `t', `u', `v', `w', 

`x', `y', `z', `{`, `|', `}', `~', DEL); 

type time is range implementation_defined units fs; 

ps = 1000 fs; 

ns = 1000 ps; 

us = 1000 ns; 

ms = 1000 us; 
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sec = 1000 ms; 

min = 60 sec; 

hr = 60 min; 

end units ; 

function now return time; -- returns the current simulation time 

subtype natural is integer range 0 to integer'high; 

subtype positive is integer range 1 to integer'high; 

type bit_vector is array (natural range <>) of bit; 

type string is array (positive range <>) of character; 

end standard; 

package textio is 

type line is access string; -- a line is a pointer to a string value 

type text is file of string; -- a file of variable-length ASCII records 

type side is (right, left); -- for justifying output data within fields 

subtype width is natural; -- for specifying widths of output fields 

-- standard text files 

file input: text is in "STD_INPUT"; 

file utput: text is out "STD_OUTPUT"; 

-- input procedures for standard types 

procedure readline(f:in text; l:out line); 

procedure read(:inout line; value:out le_type;good: out boolean); 
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procedure read(:inout line; value:out le_type); 

-- for le_type in: bit, bit_vector, boolean, character, integer, real, string, time 

procedure writeline(f:out text; l:in line); 

procedure write(l:inout line; value:in le_type;justified:in side:=right; field:in width:=0); 

-- for le_type in: bit, bit_vector, boolean, character, integer, string 

procedure write(l:inout line; value:in real;justified:in side:=right; field:in width:=0; digits: in natural:=0); 

procedure write(l:inout line; value:in time;justified:in side:=right; field:in width:=0; unit: in time:=ns); 

-- file position predicates 

function endline (l:in line) return boolean; 

function endfile (f:in text) return boolean; 

end textio; 

Libraries 

All VHDL compilers store the compiled designs in design libraries. The standard package is already compiled 

into std library and used implicitly by VHDL compiler. Other VHDL  files must be explicitly compiled into design libraries 

before the use by simulator. 

Library named work is used when no explicit user designed library is provided. 

use work.all; 

entity using_work is 

... 

For comprehensive designs the compiled vhdl modules should be placed in design libraries other than work. The library 

name should reflect the nature of the compiled components (e.g. CMOS_logic). 

library CMOS_logic; 

http://www.pldworld.com/_hdl/1/www.ireste.fr/fdl/vcl/lesd/Vessence.htm#Compilation,%20elaboration%20and%20simulation
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use work.CMOS_logic.package_gates.all; 

entity CMOS_gates is 

... 

One of the well known libraries is IEEE standard logic library. If the compiled vhdl module requires standard logic , IEEE 

library must be included into the compilation process. 

library IEEE; 

use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all; 

entity using_std_logic is 

... 

The synthesis tools use standard numeric packages. These numeric packages contain the functions which allow to 

apply the numeric operators to bit vectors. Depending on the use of simple bit vectors and standard logic vectors two 

numeric packages are provided: 

  numeric_bit package based on VHDL type bit and 

  numeric_std package based on the subtype std_ulogic 

library IEEE; 

use IEEE.std_logic_1164.all; 

use IEEE.numeric_std.all; 

... 

 

http://www.pldworld.com/_hdl/1/www.ireste.fr/fdl/vcl/lesd/les_9.htm
http://www.pldworld.com/_hdl/1/www.ireste.fr/fdl/vcl/stdpack/numeric_bit.vhd
http://www.pldworld.com/_hdl/1/www.ireste.fr/fdl/vcl/stdpack/numeric_std.vhd
http://www.pldworld.com/_hdl/1/www.ireste.fr/fdl/vcl/lesd/les_9.htm#--%20logic%20state%20system

